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Schülerforschungszentrum 
Nordhessen SFN 

University of Kassel
Parkstr.16

After Georg Kerschensteiner (1914) 
Physics lessons at the school are often like Latin lessons in which you learn 
vocabulary but do not read.

In the SFN, we not only read, we write our own stories: 
Understand science by doing  active research!

www.sfn-kassel.de

Program for gifted students in STEM - subjects: 

mathematics, computer science, natural sciences 

(physics, biology, chemistry, geophysics, astronomy) 

and technology



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?
Promotion of inquiry-based learning in regular 
education and in student research centers



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?
The answer:

Yes!



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?

I) What is the SFN and how do young 

people research there?

II)How can young people be led to 

autonomous  research in regular 

lessons?



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?

I) What is the SFN and how do young people 

research there?

Physics lessons at the school are often like Latin lessons in 

which you learn vocabulary but do not read.

In the SFN, we not only read, we write our own stories: 

Understanding science by doing  active research!



You just have to pull the brake pads away …

Magnetic cannon (right) with reed switches, class 5,6 and 7 as drive test for monorail



 From mass sports to top promotion ...

 Building as a specially designed learning location for STEM

 Offers for grades 3 to 13

 We need young people who are interested in STEM 
subjects and willing to work in them

 The SFN makes a decisive contribution throughout the 
region: project support, lectures, workshops, STEM 
program for primary, secondary and comprehensive 
students, STEM student congress

 Investigation Prof. Messner: 97% of the participants decide 
to study or work in the STEM area

Student research centers are "sports clubs" for STEM



Highschool-Students and schools 2017/18
 Registration: 485

thereof: JuniorClub / ScienceClub 265

KidsClub: 110

vocational training in STEM  40

summerschool 80

 Number of projects: 183

 Additional Workshops/lectures : 750   
participants

 Observatory: 1500 visitors, numerous
classes

 STEM Congress: 2000 visitors

 Guided tours 400 people

 Conclusion: Over 5300 annual users

Before CORONA…



SFN: 
Offers and Organization

ScienceClub: Independent research lasting several years 
from all STEM subjects for 120 young people from grades 
9 to 13 from 40 schools in 95 projects:

Construction of a camouflage cap - investigation of spectra -
rotation light change of minor planets - formation of jets -
development of a robot hand - currents in water bridges -
quantum cryptography - swarm behavior and much more

JuniorClub: Independent one-year research projects for 100 
pupils grade 7 and 8 from 27 schools in 85 projects: 
Bioluminescence - Shielding of Magnetic Fields – physics 
of chaos - Ecosystems

KidsClub: Research Learning for 115 pupils grade 5 and 6 
from 18 schools in different courses

> 50 weeks a year:



SFN: 
Enable a new teacher-student interaction

Neurological findings help us coaching the students

➢KidsClub: We help with meaningful exploration, Modelling

➢Brain waits while learning and exploring for input from outside

➢ JuniorClub: We enable a systematic approach, but without 
looking at the systematics of research, Scaffolding

➢The brain needs more and more input from inside

➢ScienceClub: systematic exploration, Coaching

➢Brain:  Almost no input from outside, processing of internal 
states leads to knowledge

We hold students in an appropriate way!
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Summer School :in the last week of summer holidays, grades 3 - 6:

Learning and experimenting by exploring STEM subjects

STEM weeks: Offers for  preparation  of competitions

Lectures and Workshops:

- Philosophy

- Differential equations and Fouriertransformations

- Maxwell´s Equations

- Tensor Algebra and Theory of Relativity

Workshops for mathematically gifted

TAF: Career guidance offer for STEM

Workshops : Quantummechanics, Philosophy of Time …

STEM Congress: annually with workshops and presentations

Supervision of special learning achievements

Teacher training: Courses, Workshops, Observations, Consultations

- www.sfn-kassel.de -
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in the past:

NaTWorking Projekt (Robert-Bosch-Stiftung),
Science for People SFP: www.science-for-people.de
Science Teaching European Network for Creativity and Innovation in Learning
(STENCIL):  www.stencil-science.eu
NatWorking Botschafter Nordhessen

Staff:

45 staff members among them 20 teachers from

14 schools and 25 university students

Funding:

Ministry of Education, Schools, Chamber of

Industry and Commerce IHK

Sponsoring, voluntary work

Annual requirement: 350 000.- €

Bilingual GYPT – Training Center

Cooperation with schools in Nowy Urengoi, 

Sibiria, Peking, Ferrara (Italy)



Joint research projects

Oktober 2018

Nowy Urengoi



November 2019

SFN



IYPT Singapure 2017



ISEF

International 

Science and 

Engineering Faire 





CASTIC



CASTIC

China Adolescents Science and Technology Innovation Contest



The 40th Beijing Youth Science Creation Competition (BYSCC) 

March 27th-30th, 2020 · Beijing 

SFN represents Germany

Stabilization of a research balloon (13,14)

Blood sugar measurement with laser (15,17)

Examination of muons (16,17)

Friction in chaotic systems (14)



For the younger ones: A piece of glass creates an enlarged upside down image of a

candle flame on the wall

For the older: The image of a candle flame changes when viewed through the 

eyelashes

Upper level: A second pendulum is attached to one pendulum

How we find research questions
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Awards
 Until now 370 Projects for Competitions(Physics, Technology Astronomy, Geophysics, 

Computer Science, Biology, Chemistry, working environment) since 2004,Jugend 
forscht (140), Schüler experimentieren (180)

 33 State Awards (1st place) in Physics, Technology, Astronomy, Geophysics, Chemistry Working 
environment, Biology
24  2nd places . 

 Numerous special state prices
 Seven National Awards (1st place) Physics 2006, 2009 and2 011 (Prize of the Federal President)

as well as 2014 iTechnology 2015  Physics  and  Astronomy , 2018 Biology
 6 second, 2 third 2 fourth and 2 fifth national places
 National Award  GYPT
 Silver medal IYPT 2012, 2014, 2015,2017, gold medal AYPT 2016
 European Contest  EYCYS 2014, 2015: 3rd place
 Worldwide contest ISEF 2015: 1 st place in chemistry, 2016 and 2018 4th place in physics
 Numerous special national prices
 Green Tec Award 2017
 Nat Working Preis 2007 (2nd place)
 Klaus von Klitzing Preis 2007
 Preis der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft deutscher Forscher 2007
 Kerschensteiner-Preis of DPG 2008
 Natur pur Award 2012
 Smart Energy Award 2012
 SIGNO Erfinderpreis: Place 2, Place 3, 2014
 UniKAT 2015: Sonderpreis, 2018  and 2019: 2nd place

Awards:

88 State

37 National

20 International
in 15 years



Current impressions



Dame Prof. Dr. J.Bell-Burnell

Bundessieg 

2014

Europawettbewerb 2014







STEM congress 2010, 1200 Visitors, on 1000m² exhibition area





Mai 2012: Opening of the new building

850 m² research area, observatorySFN

Storage

research building



Working opportunities in the SFN

 chemistry lab

 Biology laboratory with DNA examinations

 Workshop with 2 CNC milling machines

 Einstein - Laboratory of Relativity

 sound lab

 Zeiss Axiomat microscope

 Raster - electron microscope

 Free fall tower

 Large experimental room for 30 teams

 Dark laboratory with devices for experiments with individual light particles

 professional thermal imager

 Spectroscopes, polarization spectrometers

 High-speed camera

 Computer cluster, 100 computers

 several 3 D printers

 High vacuum system

 Laser Cutter

 Observatory with 5 telescopes

 Outdoor  area with radio telescope (under construction) and beehive

 computer science room

 Library

 kitchen
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Workshops

 Alpine travel: living in a mountain hut, 
working on astronomical projects under 
the supervision of doctoral students, hikes

 Cave Expedition: Camping in France, 
Exploring Great Caves, Experiments with 
Myons

 Workshop Evolutionary Systems: 
Together with adults in project groups in 
the Swabian Alb on interdisciplinary 
questions on evolution, with cave 
excursion

 Workshop What is time ?: Physical, 
biological, philosophical aspects in 
project groups, cave excursion

 Workshop The World of Quantum: 
Guest Lecturers Nobel Prize winner Prof. 
Klitzing, Prof. Ruder, Outdoor Event, 
Workshop Orchestra, Independent 
Development of the Physical, 
Mathematical and Philosophical Aspects 
of Quantum Mechanics
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Workshops Workshop Navigation (2007): Participants 
represent the crew of a three-master and develop 
aspects of navigation in small groups

 Geo- and astrophysics 2008 (mountain hut in 
the Dachstein massif with cave exploration

 Cosmic sounds in the Harz in 2010

 Philosophy and Physics 2011

 Exoplanets, 2016

Lectures and 

workshops



SFN: 
Enable a new teacher-student interaction

Coaching of research teams:
Prof. Dr. R. Messner  in  

„ Schule forscht – Ansätze und Methoden zum forschenden Lernen“:

„But even more impressive is the work process. At first glance, it seems a mess,
but on the other hand speaks the noticeable concentration in the room.
Meticulously, the young people sit at their experimental setups. Others, with
a keen eye, evaluate their spreadsheets in their computers. Because the
answers are by no means directly available. As well as? There are no
predetermined experiments. Here every group experiences what it's like to be
on the wrong track. It is discussed, discarded, and the phases in which one
leans again deeply over specialist literature are not uncommon. There are
group discussions, and the advisor are there to help the students. Sometimes
friction in the team must be mastered and clarified. But the good thing is:
there is enough time for all of this.”



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?

I) What is the SFN and how do young people research there?

II) How can young people be led to 

autonomous  research in regular 

lessons?



Are high-school students 
capable of doing research?

Very often teachers say that 

they can not transfer this way of 

working into their lessons.

That's wrong. 

I originally developed this idea 

for teaching and then extended 

it to the education of gifted 

students and developed the 

idea of a student research 

center



Didactics and methodology

A) Inquiry based learning

B) Students doing their own research:

• Topic finding, examples

• Teacher-student interaction      



A) Inquiry based  learning in regular 

education
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Micromethod: Self-responsible working
What teachers are not allowed to do:
Decide everything
Plan everything
Explain everything
Correct everything
Structure everything
Feeling responsible for everything
Control everything
Solve all problems
Visualize everything
Always give instructions
Write everything
Dictate everything
To stand in the way of active self-dependent learning
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Self-responsible working
What teachers may / should do:
Prestructuring
Moderate
Organize framework conditions
To advise
Create work-based islands where students are free to roam
Allow mistakes and make them  yourself
Allow learning detours
Lead and structure by objectives
Let go!
Promote cooperative forms of work
Apply the principle of minimal help
Create differentiation possibilities
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Constructivist teaching and learning theory

 Knowledge can not simply be taken over, it has 
to be actively constructed.

 Learning is an active  process with individual 

and collective aspects:

Method

Communication

Metacognition

Topics

AutonomyIndividual



SFN: 

Dealing with contents of the STEM subjects on 
the basis of self-selected or own questions

School:

Building blocks for the development of independent learning:
Get self-confidence

Use mistakes for learning

Learn to assess yourself

Learn to speak and write

Learn to read

Learning to cooperate

Learn to ask questions

Learn to practice

Learn to write a note                               

(Messner / Haupt)



Building blocks to prepare inquiry based learning

Create confidence!

 No mnemonics and summaries dictate or write down! 
Achievement of  results increasingly in the hands of 
learners.

 Careful introduction to the technical language

 Check the homework  in the team!

- Inquiry-based learning requires skills to recognize, evaluate 

and correct errors!

- Inquiry-based learning requires a self-efficacy concept: trust in 

one's own abilities



Building blocks to prepare inquiry based learning

Recognize mistakes as opportunities for learning!

 Separation of learning and assessment situation

 Mark and comment on errors

But:

Inquiry based learning: 

- should be based on success, instead of recognizing, assessing  

and correcting errors

- requires a self-efficacy concept: trust in one's own abilities

- must be based on the logic of success!

❖ Adults: Evaluation of mistakes gives rise to learning

❖ Children: Regulate the learning behavior by success, they have no 

strategy to learn from mistakes

❖School grading is a strategy of adults



Building blocks to prepare inquiry based learning

Learn to assess yourself

 Recognize your own prior knowledge

 Reflect knowledge

 Position determination: What was the initial problem, 
the objective? Which aspects are understood / not yet 
understood? How did we proceed, where did 
difficulties arise?

 Help: self-diagnostic sheets, moderated conversation, 
learning diary, interim report

- Inquiry-based learning requires target-setting: only those 

who know the target can achieve it!



Building blocks to prepare inquiry based learning

Develop language skills:

 Summarize key points of an article and secure individually

 Keyword collections provide individual results

 Pictures, sketches, diagrams serve as a template for captions 
and texts

 Conceptual networks  mindmap as a writing aid

 Practice of taking notes: Lecture also contains superfluous, 
incidental and poorly explained information

- Inquiry based learning requires learners' own texts

- Writing creates precision and leads to concentration on the 

essentials

Note: These building blocks can also be training sessions for research 

teams.



 To be able to ask questions

- Developing questionnaires

- Structuring the questions, finding main topics

- Develop a learning and research program

- Generate and specify new questions

- Inquiry-based learning starts from problems and 

questions and steers towards known goals

- Teachers have the task of placing problems in the focus of 

the learners in such a way that they can formulate their own 

questions and become familiar with them through their own 

learning-process.

- Own questions and their selection increase the interest 

and focus the further work



Cooperate with each other

- A team enables common naming of difficulties and ideas

- Student language more immediate and more suitable for 
naming problems

- Learning through teaching: Explaining requires 
reconstruction, structuring and logical processing

- Dörner: The role of (self-) conversation

- Communication about different procedures and results

-Researching requires experience with cooperative teaching 

methods

- Teamwork can not be assumed! Can it be taught?



Learn to read:

 Capture and summarize factual texts

 Find answer to a question in the text

 Explain texts, add examples and sketches

 Help questions: What is it about? What is important? 
What I do not understand?

Inquiry based  learning requires self-contained information 

gathering and evaluation



 Organize and control your own practice

- Learning teams set up their own homework, train their 
language skills

- Learning teams compare their homework and correct 
mistakes

- Supported by self-diagnostic sheets

- Inquiry based learning requires a withdrawal of control by 

teachers



Take notes and document what you have learned

In class:

- never dictate or write mnemonics and summaries on 

blackboard

- achievement of results increasingly in the hands of learners.

- using a portfolio

In the laboratory:

Using a laboratory notebook

Check? Motivate? To convince? Desire?



Inquiry based  learning requires a 
change and balance between 
instruction and independent 
construction

In contemporary pedagogical 

research, instruction and 

construction are no longer viewed 

as mutually exclusive opposites, but 

as mutually complementary aspects 

necessary for the whole process

“Openness becomes possible only 

through instructive impulses for the 

students' independent learning 

according to the principle "Help me 

to do it myself!".

Rudolf Messner, Werner Blum



Topic finding: inquiry based learning

- Focusing and motivating entry leads to the development of questionnaires

- Structuring and finding of main topics

- Example:

-How does a pendulum swing? (Path-time law)

-Why is a pendulum swinging? (Repulsive force and inertia)

-How long does a pendulum swing? (Damping)

-How can an oscillation  be maintained? (Damping, feedback)

-When does a pendulum swing? (Natural vibrations, forced vibrations, 

resonance)

-How can you describe an oscillation? (Circular motion)



Research program lenses

 Glass body, candle, wall

 questionnaire

 Research Program:

 Are  there any not curved  
lenses? What role does the 
lens shape play?

 What happens on the 
surface?

 Is there a picture in every 
distance? What happens 
when the candle is moved

Traditional way:

- Transition water-air, glass-air

- Planparallel plate

- Prism

- Lens

- Optical picture

-Application to funders with justification  

of the research project

- Inclusion of already known research

- presentation

- Definition of binding knowledge

- Secured by flip book about the 

producing of optical images



B) Own research of high school students in the

SFN



Topic finding: Research
Approach:

➢ Definition of the subject area by linking to interesting and familiar facts and 

observations

➢ Preselection necessary

➢ Market of possibilities and ideas

➢ Team building and topic finding are coupled

➢ Treatment of key topics (chaos physics, network theory)?

Restriction:

➢ Team composition: age, friends, social aspects, intelligence and aspiration 

level

➢ More time and more advice at the beginning?

➢Selection criteria:

➢Is an independently  examination possible?

➢ Are devices and theories accessible?

➢Can the professional content be edited by students?

➢ Is the topic already edited?

➢ Danger: Advisor develops his own ideas that can dominate



Methods of project support: Research

➢Authentic research projects:

Developing, understanding, concretizing and solving your own questions,    

for which no answers are yet known.

➢ Project start:

Cooperative discourses on the contextual context

Intensive individual advice on project selection and team building

Own structure of the knowledge and finding out the related problems 

Develop and evaluate conventional problem solutions

➢ Project schedule:

Develop and evaluate research approaches

Plan and implement solutions

Financing with the help of consultants and sponsors

Evaluate results and use them for further development

Short  Presentations

➢ End of project:

Presentation for professionals and laymen

Defend and represent the results

Prepare a poster presentation

Prepare a lecture



Example of projects

 Refutation of the Taylor Experiment

 quantum cryptography

 Sonic modulation of aerogels

 Construction of a robot hand

 Silent underwater drive

 Chaos in everyday life

 home automation

 Solving the field equation

 Constructing a Hexapod

 Drive a maglev train

 Kamiokanne: cosmic muons

 Investigation of the chemical and biological properties 
of a water cave
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Example: One-photon experiment

 Plan: Setting up and adjusting a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer

 Replica of the Taylor-experiment (1908) with laser 
and taking into account the 
Schwarzschildexponent leads to surprising result

 Interpretation: Film grain can not be exposed by 
single photons, Taylor 's success is based on the 
bunching effect of thermal light

 Investigation and hardening of the thesis with the 
help of single photon avalanche diodes and 
picosecond lasers with time resolution in the 
picosecond range

 Investigation on the bunching of thermal light
 Winner of the national competition 2006
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Example: nitinol (memory metal)
 Topic finding by group itself
 Detailed phase of information, theory 

penetration
 Experiments with sheets and wires to 

generate tensile forces provide little 
application

 Idea: Construction of a water snake made 
of nitinol elements, which can carry a 
payload (mini camera) and programmed 
via neural network and able to swim 
autonomously: silent underwater robot

 Successful prototype of snake segments 
built

 MINT Award 2006,

- Best work regional competition and national 

competition 2007

- state award technique 2007

5th place national competition

Invitation to the industrial fair Hannover 08
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soundless underwater drive



Exploring an active water 

cave in Slovenia 2018



Karst river survey using self-developed methods using the example of Krizna Jama

Chemical composition of karstic waters, 

influence of the environment and cave 

visitors, microbiological examination, 

course of subterranean inflows and 

outflows

Self-developed and self-built analysis boat 

for karstic waters MIKA



SFN: 
Enable a new teacher-student interaction

1) Change of teacher role

Setting boundaries of normal lessons

Role change from knowledge transver to being an 
advisor

Students go in different ways to their own objectives

Listen to the participants, they are not your students!

KidsClub: We help with meaningful exploration, 
modeling

JuniorClub: We enable a systematic approach, but 
without looking at the systematics of research, 
scaffolding

ScienceClub: systematic exploration, coaching



SFN: 
Enable a new teacher-student interaction

2) Guidelines for Teenagers and Advisers:

- What should you bring with you?

- What will you learn?

- What do we expect from you?

- What do we offer you?

- Our consultations are problem-oriented and contain 
many impulses to develop own questions in the teams.

"Help me doing it myself!"
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Guidelines
Guidelines for Advisers:

❖ Help me  doing it myself

❖ we give food for thought and challenge the teams to go beyond their own 
limits.

❖ We motivate the teams to increase the proportion of real work and study time. 
However, we also expect them to work on their project without any control out 
of their own responsibility.

❖ We succeed (mostly) the tightrope walk between letting go and advising.

Guidelines for participants

❖ You are not afraid to deal with topics that you do not yet know exactly.

❖ You should be ready to go beyond the limits of your abilities and maybe even 
exceed these limits.

❖ You should want to work independently and on your own responsibility (even 
if you may not have much experience with it yet) and do not wait for someone 
to give you an instruction.

❖



Coaching: Orientation to the logic of success

School: 

• Show what you can not do yet

• has errors in view,

• emphasizes the wrong,

• Teachers are looking for the deficits
Coaching: 

• asking questions instead of saying

• Looking for resources and strengths

• Strengthen belief in one's own abilities

• facilitate  a feeling of success often 

causes self-fulfilling prophecy

• is a solution-oriented communication

• starts the work process and corrects the 

course if necessary

A coach does not ask questions whose 

answers are known to him, he only 

asks questions for which he has no 

ready answers

Success leads to success



• Having a personal interest in the 

topic and the team, 

• promoting the strengths and 

capabilities of the team

• not highlighting the shortcomings.

Duties of a  coach

Make arrangements:

• Negotiate goals and intermediate goals

• Conceive concepts, questions, change

questions and define framework conditions

• Make you aware of your starting position

• Assign tasks

• Define and comply with obligations

• Set up schedule and comply

Help the team that the work

- becomes individually binding

- gets a personal meaning for everyone

- is promising

- that it respectfully deals with each other

The coach helps

• in the design of the work environment

• in the preparation of the success story

The self concept of the team is

more important for his success than 

intellectual abilities



SFN:

A model for learning and working 

in a future school? !


